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by Cory Bishop

Wednesday, December I, during X
period there was a meeting for anyone
interested in the Career Development
Program, now known as Practical
Career Exploration. The object of the
program is to give the students an
opportunity to work in different
situations aimed toward helping him
make a wise career choice.

To participate in this program, the
student must apply to his or her
Guidance Counselor, or to Mr. Dayton.
After being screened for admission by
the Practical Career Exploration
Committee. the parents of the applicant
are contacted. Their written approval
is required. Parents, the school
coordinator, and the student clarify his
goals. The school coordinator meets
with the employer to discuss the
program: objectives, grading, career
training, and 'establishing a work
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by Dana Fiske

Dr. Black, who has been heading the
English department since the
beginning of the ye~r, commented in a
recent interview on some aspects of the
English department and the school.

English Elective Program

Dr. Black is enthusiastic about the
elective program to be offered to
seniors next semester. Since this
program was implemented last year, it
has been regarded as a basis for a
comprehensive Enblish elective
program for all juniors and seniors.
Hopefully, thi~ will be reached by
expanding it to all seniors next year.
and then to juniors after that. On the
whole, the English department
supports this development. Dr. Black
explained why his support is so strong:

"Having an elective program in the
second half of senior year is like locking
the barn after the hor.se has been

Continued on page 3

Dr. Black
on

Electives

Practical
Career

Exploraltions

by Tim Massad

BAKER
YOUTH CENTER

TO OPEN

The Youth Center at Baker School
will become a reality in January after
many "interesting" meetings. The
Board of Selectmen has approved the
program and a lease is being drawn up.
The Board of Finance has agreed to go
halfway on the program's budget,
which is predicted at $8,000 for six
months. The project will be listed under
Darien Youth Projects, Inc., a non
profit organization.

The center will be open Monday to
Friday, 3-6. for grades 7-12. (Don't get
angry, there are three separate
rooms.) It will be open on Friday and
Saturday nights for dances, films,
seminars with guest speakers (such as
John Holt), and workshops. Only cer·
tain grades will be admitted for each
night event.

The program will be run by Phil
Williams (yes, he is still her, gang, and
the supersubs will be coming any day
now). Students are needed now to help
decorate, get furnishings, and do other
errands. Chairs, tables,' games, stereo
components, a moose head for Phil's
office, and other knick-knacks are
needed. Money will be raised by a town
wide raffle in January or February and
by private donations. Money may be
sent to Robert Locke, 53 Echo Drive
North, and checks should be made
payable to Darien Youth Projects, Inc.
If you would like to help in fixing the
place up, call Tim Massad (655-9043) or

;;1 Steve Dunphy (655-3737).
Q Mrs. Robert Castle was the key
~ parent who led the fight. Mr. Tower
<":l also lent a big hand in pulling the group
:r through a lot of red tape. Many thanks
'C;;'
<":l from Tim and Steve go to these two and
e; everyone else who helped.
~ Once the lease is signed and the in-

surance situation is settled, the Board
of Finance will give the group $750 as
seed money. This money will pay for
one half of the first month's program
and for part of the decorating expenses.
The lease should be signed before
Christmas. The center would then hope
fully be open about the middle of
January.

There will be no charge in the after
noon. Tickets for night events will be
sold at school only. The cost should not
exceed $1.00 at any time.

DARIEN HIGH SCHOOL, DARIEN. CONNECTICUT

Charles A. Reich
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an ascertainable reality that people are
wrong about. We are out of date with
the reality of the system in which we
live. We don't understand what makes
it run. People say we are fighting for
freedom in Vietnam. The reality exists,
however, that there is nothing left of the
country of Vietnam to become free. We
are dealing with realities and con
ditions we don't understand."

Reich then went on to point out
examples of Man losing sight of reality.
"We have no more need for the tough
guy in our reality. In the covered wagon
days, when you needed protection,
maybe. But not today. However, you
still have guys like Nixon who continue
to say that the ideal man is the tough
guy. When Rockefeller went into Attica
with the troops, Nixon called him up
and congratulated him. When Cahill of
New Jersey solved his confrontation

for writing The Greening of America.
"I saw the country in a mess," he said,
"and I thought I had something to say
as to why it was. It was such a simple
explanation that I was surprised no one
had thought of it before, and so I just
waited for awhile to see if someone
would publish it for me. Finally, I
realized I would have to do it my self".
Reich then indicated that he had
originally titled the book The Coming of
a Closed Society, but then realized that
his view was more optimistic than that
title suggested.

"No creature on earth can survive if
he cannot adapt to his environment. He
must have an awareness, or a con
sciousness equal to the reality of his en
vironment. In man's case, too, there is
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by John Handley

The Independent Study program,
headed by Mr. Curnin, is an
opportunity for an in-depth study of a
particular interest area and, according
to students who have previously
participated in .'it , of great help in
college. Juniors and Seniors are
eligible for the program and there will
hopefully be openings for sophomores
in the future.

Juniors and Seniors who applied for
second semester must have their
application approved by the Faculty
Independent Study Committee (FISC).
The project is scheduled as an elective,
varying from one to five periods a day,
one for juniors and up to five for
seniors. The application must include a
detailed description of the project, the
signature of an adult advisor and
parental permission.

Once a student begins a project he
meets periodically with his sponsor,
usually once a week. Progress reports
and any minor changes must be
submitted to Mr. Cumin at regular con·
ferences.

Independent
Study

Being Scheduled

by Mark Rodman

Approximately 40 members of Dr.
Harper's CSI class and the Philosophy
Club participated in a scintillating field
trip Wednesday, December I, when
they visited Yale University to talk
with the author of the best-seller The
Greening of America, Professor
Charles A. Reich. In addition to the
discussion the students were also given
a tour of the Yale campus and had
lunch in the Freshman dining hall. .

The meeting with Professor Reich,
arranged by Miss Parker and the
Philosphy Club, deall primarily with
his book. Reuben Jefferry, a former
DHS student now attending Yale, spoke
to Reich before the meeting and
learned that Professor Reich's purpose
for the meeting was to discover, "what
high school kids are thinking ... ".

Professor Reich began the discussion
by taking questions from the students
and simply nodding or saying nothing
at all in response. Most of the students
had read his book and were directing
questions to him concerning it. One of
the last questions asked was: "Why did
you write the book?"

After terminating this preliminary
questioning, he then offered his reasons
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The School System

by Steve Dunphy

Student government is miserably failing at the high school.
There is usually a small group of people involved and they accomplish little

outside of raising money for a prom, dance, whatever,
Is this really a student government? Are students actually involved and are the

councils concerned with how the schools complete operation affects the student?
There should be more to a student government than a fundraise I' and an

activi~y. If this is the purpose of the student council, then why should there be a
counCIl?

The involvement of students in their own affairs is greatly lacking. The
admll1lstratlOn and the board of education are the ones who run the schools. We
have a small mfluence, if any, in the decisions and policies made concerning us.

The board of selectmen has realized that the youth of Darien should be
represented m the town government, so the Darien Youth Advisory Council was
lormed as an arm of the selectmen.

This was a start, but the youth commission doesn't have a voice where it's
needed the most: in the school system.

If the board of education would allow a group of students to work with them
trymg to represent student opinion on the policies and decisions made concernin~
us, then the board would operate more effectively. What good is a board of
education which is made up of people who experienced the school system many
years ago? Do they understand the feelings we have about the schools?

. If a group of students were allowed to work with the board of education, they
mIght be able to succeed where the councils have failed. We should have a say in
the currIculum drawn up, the policies that are being made, the decisions about
expanding the high school, and anything else that concerns us.
. We are the ones who go to the schools. We are the ones who are constantly
mvolved wIth the schools. Yet we have no say in our own affairs.

Schools are made for students. We must have a voice if our schools will function
efficiently. . .

We Iwv<' Irequently been asked to "expose" the IClults of the Darien Review in
Neirad, bul unlil no\" we have hesitated lor two reasons. First, we thought the
I:llills 01 the Revit>w were so obvious that they needed no additional exposing by us.
Second. lhe subject includes so much material that we can only approach it with
:l\\\.' andlrepidat ion. 11 we were to point out all the faults of the Review's past year,
Ill' Ilouid completely fill this issue. Therelore, to save space, we will discuss only
the ~O\·. 23.1971 issue, which was one 01 the most irritating of the paper's history.

As a result. we will not discuss the Review's tasteless, vicious, and vindictive
e,lIl1paign against Darien's respe<.:ted and capable First Selectman, and we shall
dJilriliibly forget that they termed him a .. frustrated Socialist" in an editorial.

We will not dredge up the Review's editorial on clean-up operations after
Hurricane Doria. We won't remind our readers that, by incredible illogic, the
Rt>view managed to steer this editorial Irom praising community service workers
to attacking Darien teenagers.

Nor will we comment on the Review's reactionary attitude toward spending by
the Town 01 Darien. either lor purposes 01 education or for land acquisition.

Finally, we WOld mention the colossal gall and childish pique demonstrated by a
Review editorial reply to a letter which suggested that Darien needed, not a new
First Selectman. which the Review had advocated, but a new town newspaper, one
interested in the moderate, enlightened majority of Darien citizens.

The issue with which we are concerned contains three editorials. The lead is an
innocuous piece on Thanksgiving. The second editorial defends the Review's
reporting of a sl<1tement questioning Centre Stone, and the third attacks the recent
Rebirth poll on the Police.

The Review's contention here is that by titling the poll "A Poll of Mutual
Hostility", the Editor of Rebirth deliberately and calculatingly attempted to
inlluence the poll against the police. (The editorial states: "Probably the students
at the new newspaper at Darien High School are aware of this fact [that the way a
poll is conducted has a great deal of bearing on its meaningfulness), too, and
maybe that's why they have come up with the title for the poll they were conducting
this past week.") This is rather surprising, since the Review did not talk to Rebirth
Editor Missy Collingwood, and had no way of knowing why Rebirth decided to give
the poll this name. This type of statement comes very close to being slanderous, as
the Review should know. We have another question for the Review: Why did they
refer to the survey as a "high school poll" and mention the totally irrelevant fact
that "the poll was to be returned to the office of the assistant to the principal"? This
would seem to connect Rebirth with Darien High School, which would be totally
incorrect. Rebirth is in no way connected with Darien High School, save for the fact
that Rebirth's editors are students there.

Finally, we'd like to reassure the Review that the title and questions of the poll
could not have biased too many students against the police: 60% of those answering
said they were not sLlspicious of Darien police; 92% said that we would not be better
on without the police; and 93% said that the police were criticized too often. These
are hardly the answers of people brainwashed against the police, Perhaps the
Review should give students credit for being able to think for themselves.

And, if the Review is anxious to point out errors in journalism, they might do well
to look closer to home. CWM DARIEN STATIONERS

655-7101
OFFICE SCHOOL

SUP?LlES SUF?LlES
GP.E~;ING CARDS

TOBACCO CA~DY

873 POST ROAD, DARIEN 06820
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I suggest that the DHS YFU Commit
tee folks seriously talk to French 4 and
5 classes and German 2 and 3 classes
about the possibility of spending a year
abroad. I tjlink a lot of students who
a.ren't sure they want to go to college
fight away go anyway because they
don't see any good alternatives. Even
those who do want to go to college im
medIately should consider a year
abroad first. By the time they are in
their junior year of' college, they will
not want to live as a member of a
family and therefore will be missing
most of the benefits of living in a
foreign country.

Probably the only quality that is
essential is flexibility. A student who is
not willing to adapt will not enjoy the
year and be a burden on his host family.
If there are students at DHS
considering a 13th Year Abroad they
can write me with any questions to
allay their own or their parents' fears
or just out of curiosity. '

Dr. Rallo & Mrs. Clark will be happy
tl)' k~ow they are doing a good job. I
conSIdered myself a mediocre or even
lousy French stvdent, but I have been
getting compliments· on my French
from everyone I meet and I have
almost no problems following in school.
However, I feel a great lack in the area
of French literature. I don't know what
changes are being made in A-LM
French now but I seriously recommend
more literature and culture all the way
through.

One other thing - I hope that DHS is
warmly receiving the exchange stu
dents this year. I say this out of the
French people and how much they have
made me feel at home.

Sincerely,
Nike Fisher

*The AFS Exchange Program has a
year Abroad Program for Juniors. Ro
tary International also has a similar op
portunity for DHS Students.

13th Year Abroad
To the DHS Community,

I am writing this letter primarily to
encourage DHS students to apply for
13th Year Abroad. First of all, I want to
thank everyone on the YFU Committee
who helped make this year possible for
me. There are no words to express ho\\
valuable this experience is in every
dimension.

This year, there are nine girls on 13th
Year Abroad in France with YFU.
There ~re some 40 or 50 in Germany,
and qUIte a few in Finland. I met kids
who spent last year in France, Finland,
Sweden, and Germany. I strongly
recommend anyone interested in spend
mg a year in a foreign country to have a
base knOWledge of the language. The ex
perience is much more valuable if you
are able to communicate from the
beginning in the native language. Of
course many students who spent the
year in Sweden, Finland & Germany
without any previous language training
come back fluent, but I met one girl in
particular who spent the year in Fin
land and really never felt comfortable
with the language or the culture. Since
families are relatively easy to find in
Finland, if a student puts down as one
of his choices Finland, it is probable
that is where he will end up.

All the 13th Year Students in France
spent the first 6 weeks together in
Civary (Poitou region) in an 800 year
old house with a 68 year old
mademoiselle. We were supposed to get
language training but there was no
teacher and our language training
amounted to a couple of dictations a
week. Grim as it may sound, Civary
was worth it because we all know each
other very well now & were able to
share our thoughts (and will continue
to) with other kids who for some reason
or other decided also to take a 13th
Year in France & therefore entered our
families better-prepared.

Particularly for DHS students (es
pecially boys) coming to France who
are worried about losing a -year: you
will be placed in "Terminale" and be
working to take the Baccalaureat
exam. Even if you don't pass the Bac,
you can probably get a year's credit at
almost any school because the level of
"terminale" is more advanced than
even our first year of college. Apply
during your. senior year to college _
most eastern schools are very coopera
tive about saving your place a year in
advance and you won't have to hassle
with college applications while in
France. You will most likely be placed
in Section A - Philosophy, B _
economics, C - Math, D - Natural
Sciences - all too difficult unless you'rt'
a super math or science brain aild are
also very good in French.

I could fill up pages describing any
experience and giving advice to
students who want to go on 13th Year
Abroad. However, I am glad I knew
next to nothing about what a year in
France would be like - its better not to
anticipate - a lot depends on the section
of the country you are sent to and the
type of family you get. Experiences are
varied - from living in a town of 800
people in Brittany with few friends to
living near Paris with an active social
and cultural life. The net results are the
same and its much more fun to find
things out on your own.

DR. BLACK

Reactions to DHS

"Also," he continued, "people used to
just -.sit around sort of aimlessly in
college with no definite aims in mind
other than to make alot of money. Now
they go to school thinking about
professions which will have greater
social value. In my graduating class
from law school, 95% went into
corporate law, but now only a very
small percentage is going that way. A
large number of graduates are going
into social work, welfare law and so
on."

Near the end of the two-hour question
and-answer period, Reich offered this
statement: "I see myself as a
traditionalist in the mold of Thoreau,
Whitman, or Emerson. Although my
ideas sound radical, my interest in
America is more traditional than
anything else. That's why I us-ed the
word 'America' in the title. I believe in
the Bill of Rights, which advocates
freedom of consciousness and the
abolition of a standing army. I favor the
open control of newspapers and T.V.
and I see the Corporate State as a
violator of that Bill of Rights. Its
control over us has brought us into a
foreign land which takes away those
things guarnateed to us in the
Constitution. "

After the discussion, Reich
commented that the reason why he
talked to the DHS students was because
he was asked to speak by a Philosophy
Club. "What we are talking about is
philosophy, not sociology, political
science, or government. I receive about
fifty request a day to speak to Sociology
Clubs, History Clubs, and groups like
that. This is the first group I have
talked to in about six months."

Continued from page 1
stolen. When kids are developing
serious cases of senioritus, when kids
have one foot out of the door, we are
screaming, 'Hey, come back, now we'll
let you learn what you think is of value
to you.' It's just too late then. It's a
beginning, but my real hope is to have
the elective program filter down into
the sophomore and junior years where
it could be even more meaningful to
kids."

Presently, all English students are
divided into five ability levels. There
has been controversy within - the
department over this tracking system.
However, it is clear that the elective
program will tend to mix students of
different abilities far more than the
present system does.

Coming from an urban high school
which serves 5,000 students on a four
shiftsplit session schedule, Dr. Black is
impressed by the individual attention
offered to DHS students. And he's
excited by the constant questioning
among the faculty.

His strongest criticism is of the Open
House, which he feels is "designed to
thwart communication." He feels it is
purposeless for each teacher to give a
ten minute sell job to a mass of 30
parents. He realizes that any parent
can make a conference appointment,
but this is usually avoided unless a
student is having serious academic
problems. In his other school Dr. Black
found that many small misunderstand
ings were cleared up when teachers
were simply available for an entire
evening.

CHARLES REICH

Continued from page 1

through arbitration, Nixon didn't say
anything. This peaceful arbitration is a
part of the new reality. We don't need
<lny more shoot-'em-up toughies.

Reich cited the need for a growth of
awareness. He stated that this growth
would not necessarily climb steadily
upward, but would move in spurts, and
level off at times. During the time
between 1960-67, he observed many
signs of this rising awareness, such as
more freedom in the choice of clothing,
regardless of popular styles, as was
common in the '50's. Changing
attitudes toward the boyfriend and
girlfriend in the form of less
possessiveness was another indicator
of this emerging free mind, and of
progress towards awareness.

This new awareness Reich terned
consciousness "III" in his book. In the
course of the discussion, he outlined
several obstacles to the final
realization of conIII, the first of which
was represented by the humorous
illustration of the installation of the
"piano bar" on one airline's flights to
California. "We have so'many choices
to make in our attempt to achieve
awareness", he said, "how do we make
them? How do we know which choices
to makE' when there are so meny mean
ingless choices thrown at us? For
instance, according to the advertise
ments, we should fly to California on
the airplane with the plano bar on it.
It's suppose to make all the girls notice
you who had ignored you before. Now,
that's stupid. A poor judgment of
priorities. We could make choices of
meaningful questions if we put our
resources into meaningful things. Our
energy has been misplaced. We really
don't need the "piano bu" in our
reality. "

"Consciousness has to be t"lU<l~ Lo the
need of the society. If it gets stuck, then
it must change during the next 2 or
three years, or man will lose control of
his social structure and it will get out. of
hand.

"People are ready to accept 3 or 4
pieces of information simultaneously.
We do it when we watch television all
the time. We are advanced enough to be
able to undergo this change of con
scic'.:;,;ness.

"Consciousness III is not fully devel
oped. We are continuing to experiment,
and that is good. Some experiments
haven't turned out - campus militancy,
for one. Others have worked once and
then that was it, such as 300,000 living in
peace at a music festival. All of this
shows a willingness to try new ideas.

He went on with more examples of
changing awarenesses. "Take wealth.
People have had to and will continue to
change the idea of wealth in order to fit
their needs. In the 50's a girl needed a
boy and a sharp car. Here again we see
the reality, unreality conflict .and the
covered wagon consciousness.

"There has been lots of progress, but
also alot of people are fooled and misled
by the media. For example, there was a
commune started at Yale several years
ago, with the policy of welcoming
anyone, taking in guests for as long as
they wanted to stay, and so on. That
wasn't such a good idea to start with,
but at least they were willing to try. The
next year they kicked some kids out
and said 'no guests', which is an all:
around better system. This may be
written up in any paper or magazine as
'Communnal idea going and fading
away,' but, in truth, they simply
adjusted to the reality of the situation.
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TEACHERS DISCUSS DISCIPLINE

by G. Coulombe

My views were stated extemporane·
ously as a preface to remarks later
expressed by my colleagues, Victor
Lumper and Fred Piderit.

The purpose of this and other
meetings we will be having is to focus
at first generally and later precisely
upon topics of interest in order to pro
mote in each of us some philosophical
understanding of the differences that
exist between us. It is my belief that
through discussion we can learn to
respect our differences while working
to fashion the best education and educa
tional environment for all our students.

I said in my remarks that in these
changing times it is difficult to decide
what discipline (punishment) is appro
priate and effective. I wondered aloud
about the ends of punishment: whether;
for example, forcing a student to
withdraw from school for repeated
cutting is beneficial to the individual
and the institution. I conclude that for
the student who is wasting his time, we
have an obligation to help him see the
advantages and disadvantages that
exist outside of school.

I further conclude that we have the
advantages of an excellent student
teacher ratio to encourage not only
intellectual but also personal growth. If
we stop to think about it, we have the
potential to do fantastic things in terms
of bettering human relationships. We
could start by working on some of our
little prejudices, by seeing how some of
these prejudices affect relationships.
This too is an aspect of discipline. If we
wonder about .some of the things
students do, might we not also wonder
.about some of the things we db.

What I'm looking for in these discus
sions is simply this: All right, so we dis
agree; let us understand what these
disagreements are and let us respect
each other for having these differ
ences; let us also debate so that we can
give some philosophical assent to what
can work; meanwhile, I think we
should understand and agree that we
have a job to do together; there are
rules and regulations to promote "disci
pline" and these rules ami regulations
can be modified when we agree that
they should be.

Our purpose as teachers is to help
young people; if we keep this in mind
when we think of discipline. we can do
our job with pride.

by V.Z. Lumper

What Do Most Parents Expect From A
Secondary School Staff In The Way Of
Discipline? What Does Society In The
Area Of The Adult/Nonparent Expect?

Is there an area of general agree
ment - that society and parents want
their children to growup and behave in
a prudent manner. This is to say that
parents do not want childish, brutal,
irresponsible, foolish, dishonest,
disrespectful, or seJ[-debilitating
conduct to go uncorrected in their
children, which if continued into college
or adulthood will constantly keep such
an adult in conflict with relative,
neighbor, employer, and the law.

Are There Some Common Ideas About
Discipline - such as what it is, and the
Role Of Nature, Role Of
Parent/Teacher/Law, And The Role Of
Self.

I The Role of Nature: Perhaps an
extreme example will help to clarify
natural discipline. If a child touches ~

hot stove, natural discipline is
immediate, harsh, and common to all.

II The Role of Parents or other
responsible adults: Again let us refer to
the hot stove situation, dangerous
situation, or foolish conduct situation 
the adult usually sounds a verbal
warning, STOP, WATCHOUT, DON'T.
Next, usually the adult will administer
a verbal scolding and a quick
punishment such as a spank. The spank
or spanking is a mild substitute
discipline for the harsh natural
discipline. This combination of verbal
warning and substitute discipline
(usually accompanied with verbal
admonition) has a goal - to teach the
child to be aware of possible dangerous
situations, and to avoid -t.ne naturally
harsh consequences.

III The Role of the Law: Desist
deter, restrain, isolate, - sometimes
remove.

IV The ROle of the Teacher: locus
parentus, de jure, or parentus de jure,
this certainly is the area we are
interested in as teachers.

V The Role of Self: The ultimate goal
of the parent, adult, teacher and society
is to train the child or youth toward a
state of prudent conduct, such that as a
Self-Disciplined adult he can conduct
himself in such a manner as to avoid
the harsh realities of natural discipline,
avoid ·the harsh realities of others
whose rights are assured by the law. As
a Self-Disciplined adult he can enjoy
the benifits of a cooperative society.

This, ot course, only briefly
introduces the ideas of natural
discipline, substitute discipline, legal
discipline, and self-discipline.
Institutions do not discipline students;
adults discipline each other, and
discipline the immatures of the society.
Perhaps we could agree that what we,
as teachers, want is acceptable student
conduct such that the job of learning
can continue at a reasonable pace.

Incongruous student conduct might
be grouped into several areas such as
unacceptable conduct like not
studying or outting, undesirable
conduct such as disrespect and beastile
deportment, or disruptive conduct - like
disturbing the class. Two of these make
the job of teaching impossible and one
makes it undesirable.

In the cases of the two areas
(unacceptable and disruptive) perhaps
the teachers' role is to administer a
substitute discipline because the
institution has no natural discipline. In
the case of the undesirable conduct, the
teacher must also administer a
substitute discipline in order to stop the
conduct before it becomes an
undesirable adult habit.

Any school discipline system must be
a substitute-discipline because it
cannot be a naturally administered
discipline. However, like the hot stove,
it must be quick, efficient in the use of
teacher-time, and common to all; no
exceptions. Any substitute-discipline
system which does not have these three
factors will fail to be effective.
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Moody Blues
Since 1967, when Sergeant Pepper

was released, a number of people have
been searching for something original
in rock music. The Moody Blues are one
of the few groups which could claim
this distinction. They are unique be
cause their music is a' combination of
perhaps every major musical form,
b;}th contemporary and classical. Yet
the group is far more than this; they
are truly artistic. Each member is a
competent musician and can blend his
music with very meaningful poetry and
philosophy. Consequently it is a notable
event when a new Moody Blues' album
is released, as listening to WNEW FM
will demonstrate all too clearly.

"Every Good Dily Deserve,; F:wour,"
which came out in this country in
August, follows' the basic format of the
last five Moody Blues' albums. The
first track is an introduction to the
theme of the l.p., and the following
songs develop it until the climax
(though not necessarily the resolution)
is reached in the final track. In other
words, it is a concept album. Each song
is very personal and I imagine can be
interpreted differently by every
listener. The general theme concerns
the individual's relationship with
humanity and the universe, with an em
phasis on self-expression.

When I first heard "Every Good
Boy," I was critical. Fragments of
some of the tracks are almost repeti
tions from former albums, particularly
"In Search,of the Lost Chord" and "On

'the Threshold of a Dream." Once I was
able to buy the album, however, I
realized this was not quite the case, for
these sequences were used in new con
texts and validly contributed to the con
tinuity of the album. ,. I still feel the
climax fades too soon, as I have felt
about some of the climaxes in the pre
ceding five l.p.s.

I was surprised by "Emily's Song"
(track 4, side 1). Although there are
evidences of the Moody Blues in it,
there seems to be an influence from the
cult led by Crosby and Company. I like
the song, but I am a little disappointed
that even the Moody Blues have to
descend to the level of most music popu
lar today. If it is not Crosby and crew,
then it is Grand Funk and that musical
evolution, and if it is neither of these,
then more than likely it is Top Forty.
The Moody Blues represent· the one
group to have profited from serious,
artistic and meaningful w{)fks. They
alone have successfully defied the rock
guideline, "Classical, ergo bad." That
is not to say ·that all music should
attempt this, far from it. However, it
gets tiresome to turn on the radio and
be able to predict the three or four
styles of music that will almost certain
ly be broadcast.. If people enjoy Crosby
and company, that style of music
should be played. Yet at the moment,
this and two or three other forms domi
nate the airwaves. The better aspects
of French music, for example, are
ignored south of Montreal, and so too
would be classical music but for the
Moody Blues, Procol Harem, and a few
others.

A.S.
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Crutches Corner

If you have been reading the weather
maps you will notice that it is now snow
ing in all the high mountain ranges, but
for some strange reason, we (here in
New England) get left out of the action
until the end of December That can
really get you down! The only solution
to this problem is to PRAY!
Last time I gave you the scoop on the

skis, this time I'll give you the lowdown
on the boots. Foam is really making a
smashing appearance this year.
They've gotten a lot of the defects out
and put perfection in. For those of you
who don't know what foam boots are,
they are boots that are inject.ed with a
foam-like material that will conform to
the shape and size of your foot, thus
making the boot more comfortable,
warmer, and a lot easier to ski with.
Almost all the manufacturers are

putting out foam boots this year. Well
known names liKe Nordica, Henke,
Lange, Humanic, and Rosemount have
them out. They all have different kinds
for different kinds of skiers. These
boots run from about $100 and up,
depending on the manufacturer and
what kind you are going to get.
If the foam isn't really what you are in

the market for, look into some of the
regular types. Nordica, Lnage, and
Rosemount all have beautifully fitting
boots for every type of skier. They run
from about $35 and up. All the
companies have put in slight improve
ments that will give you a great deal of
skiing pleasure. With these boots you
will feel like you could tackle the
Tamarak at Stratton or the K-2 at
Hunter'
Well, good luck everybody, I certainly

hope you all find what you are looking
for! Oh yes, from experience, I don't
sl~ggest the Tamarack unless you a're
ei,h~r out of your mind or you get a big
ki~k out of toboggan rides. Remember,
that place is the ski patrol testing area!
Shake it fast and easy.
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Record Review:
Seatrain

by Arrowhead

When I first heard this album, I wasn't
very impressed by it. But after a week
or two of listening, I found this album
very easy to get into, simoly because of
the originality of Seatrain's sound.
The key to this sound is the use of the

fiddle that is relied much on the same
as most~roups count on a good lead
guitarist. The use' of a fiddle in rock
music is not new, and yet the group
uses it with such intense variation that
is original, to say the least. It is tough,
mean, mild, and bluesy, all at the same
time.
And this is what Seatrain's music is all

about. It is extremely varied. It is hard,
driving rock as in the "Orange Blossom
Special," or quiet~ religious as in
"Waiting for Elijah." It is good.
But, as fine an album as it is, it does

have its faults. The music is good for
the most part, although it has a ten
dency to get a little coarse in some
places. The major problems are in the
writing. Some of the lyrics just aren't
that good. In some places, it sounds
almost as if lyricists Jim Roberts has
written himself into a corner, and is
clutching at straws to find a means of
escape. This provides some rather un
related phrases occuring side by side.
But all in all, Seatrain is a group that

grows on you. They have a lot to offer,
and should go a long way in the field of
contemporary music.
Rating: fuur out of a possible five.

Continued from .Page 1
program outline, Every two weeks the
student and the school coordinator
meet to discuss career progress and
any problems. A written report from
the student is required at the end of
each semester. During the program,
which counts toward a Diploma, the
student is expected to keep up with all
regular school work. The student must
work toward a specific goal, arrive at
the job on time, and maintain a good
relationship with his employer. The
grade is decided on by the school and
the employer at the end of each
marking period.
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Continued from Page 6

Co-captained by John Cleary and Doug Oakford, the Ski Te:~m will again be self
supporting and anticipate that mucho money will be required for a successful
season. Great things are expected from the eight returning lettermen, Brian Lane,
Rick Ludwig, Mark Conally, Doug Oakford, John Cleary, John Hammell, Billy
Thorne, and last but not least, Superstar Bill Doble. The first race, against Weston,
isn't until January and it is hoped that members of the opposite sex (girls, stupid)
will be able to compete this year. :

This year's Blue Wave Hockey team, led by co-captains Bill Schwing and Peter
Clint-on, will be basically inexperienced, with only three returning lettermen, Eric
Eaton, Schwing, and Clinton. Eaton will be centering the first line with Peter
Clinton on left-wing and newcomer Paul Slocum skating in the right-wing spot.
Defensively, Scott Dennet and Eric Hanson will be the blueliners of the first line.
The second line will consist of the infamous Roadrunners, John Clinton, Kevin
McAuliffe, and Dave "Circles" Eversman. This is the second year that the Road
runners have played together, and BIG things are expected from them. Playing
defense for the second line are Jim Decker and sophomore Hunter Nickell. The
"Screwy Nuey" line will be this year's third line. The line is centered by Rich
Haynes with Chris Taylor at right-wing and Greg Neuman playing left-wing.
Canadian Doug Dowling and sophomore Archie Clark are this line's defensemen.
Co-captain Bill Schwing is guarding the cage. The team has much potential and
hopes to travel to the State Tournament this year.

This year's Gymnastic team, under the able leadership of Little Boy Blue, alias
Isadore Battino, should be a well organized winning machine. The County and State
titles are well within their grasp. Supporting this year's captain Richard Bianco,
will be returning lettermen Hank Ober, Andy Holmes, Lincoln Walworth, Phil
Barnhill, and Joe Battino. Arriving from State Champion Middlesex are a host of
potential superstars, led by bearded Micky Vitti. Mather imports should blance the
team nicely.

Once again the Darien High School Mermen resume their daily invasions of the
Y.M.C.A. pool. Under the watchful eye of mild mannered Coach Michael Sangster,
the Natators struggle and flounder often well over four-thousand yards in a single
practice.

Heading this year's healthy squad are the able co-captains, Scott Hammond
(alias Uncle Remus, or Scottina) and Brune Levering (alias Brunetta). The
Natators, as usual have an exhausting season, and they have last years record of
twelve wins and one loss to beat. However with a plentiful squad of thirty-one,
m luding' 6phorilor "hapful Ii h/as Jay and Rob Byler and the returning
;vel rans of la l year' l am ould: prove to be the Winter of the Mermen,. ~
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ICEMEN OFF TO
SLOW START

MERMEN
DUNK STAMFORD
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MEN AND 6o'iS

,APPAR~L
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in the 50-yard free-style. Jay Hyler and
Rob Simms captured first and third
places respectively in the 50 yard free
style event. Fine performances were
given by Bob Jackson and Rolley
Lamberton in the breast-stroke event.
Co-Captain Ilrune Levering (with his
usual finesse) and Jeff Dahl captured
first and third places in the backstroke
event. Again. in the 400 yard free style
event, Darien clutched first and second
places with Dan Brown and Rob Byler.
Finally, in the last event, the 400 yard
free style relay, Darien won again,
showing that last year's winning tra
dition is likely to continue.

Tuesday night, the Darien High
School basketball team opened its 1971
season by :-omping over the Greenwich
High School Cardinals 62-48. Greenwich
was obliterat~d in the first half by
Darien's full court, man-to-man
defensive press leaving the score
Darien 35 - Greenwich 12 at half time.
Senior Captain Larry Hart led the team
in scoring with 26 points, followed by
Jim Case, Jim Adlam and Jim Costello
with 9, 8, and six (6) points. Darien's
speed and hustle along with the superb
shooting of Larry Hart should lead to a
very exciting and successful season.
Monday night, at 8: 00, Dec. 20, the Blue
takes on Danbury at home. The team
would appreciate a lot of support and
everyone who can should try to attend
all of the games. The team looks really
good this year and could use your
support.

~~,
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B-BALL TRIUMPHS

In their first major meet of the
season, the Darien Mermen swamped
the unwary Stamford team by a score
of 78 to 17. The Darien swimmers led
from the outset by capturing first place
in the medley relay event; comprised
of Brune Levering (Brunetta), John
Zeigler, Rolley Lamberton, and Rob
Jackson. Darien then went on to grasp
first and second places in the next four
events, including diving. Out standing
performances were shown by Scott
Hammond (Uncle Remus), and Rob
Byler in the individual medley event;
Tom Shaefer. and Tom Craig in the
diving; and Jay Byler, and Kevin Lewis

SLEEPY HOLLOW 2-2 In their
second outing Darien tied a
surprisingly powerful Sleepy Hollow
team. Eric Eaton again opened the
scoring for Darien as he dazzled the
Sleepy Hollow netminder to score an
unassisted goal, giving the Blue Icemen
a 1-0 lead. The second period saw no
scoring as both teams had trouble
finding the mark.

A quick goal by Sleepy Hollow in the
third period startled Darien. However,
John Clinton \allied on a pass from
Kevin McCauliffee to give Darien a 2-1
edge. The Sleepy HoHow team again
caught Darien unaware as they' tied the
score at 5: 14 of the final period. Even
though the game ended in a 2-2 tie, the
Wavers outshot their foes by a 28-10
margin.

OSSINING 6-0 Everything finally
came together when Darien blew the
Ossining goons off the ice with a score
01 6-0. Scoring leader in the affair was
Eric Eaton, who collected the season's
first Hat Trick. Co-captain Peter
Clinton wasn't far behind in picking up
one goal and fou'r assists. Eaton opened
the scoring on his first shift as he
slapped in a pass from Clinton. About
three minutes later Peter Clinton again
set Eaton up who scored on a great
second effort. With about a minute
remaining in the initial period, right
winger Paul Slocum tallied on yet.
another pass from Pete Clinton. The
first period ended significantly, when
an Ossining player flashed the Bird at
the Darien fans. The second period saw
many shots but no scoring, and many
more amusing antics from the ever
popular Ossining players.

The Darienites registered three more
goals in the third period to cap their 6-0
victory. The fourth goal was Eric
Eaton, again from Pete Clinton.
Roadrunner Kevin McAuliffe
accounted for the fifth goal, unassisted.
Ching Johnson picked up the final goal
of the game on a pretty play with Dave
Eversman.

Typical of Ossining, the game ended
in a near brawl. Due to his strong team
and school spirit (not to mention a
nasty disposition), Greg Neumann
stood fast and took on the whole
Ossining team. Unfortunately, because
of this lettle altercation, Greg will be
unable to play in the next game.

The frozen Blue Wave Hockey Team
opened it's season with two
disappointing ties to Eastchester and
Sleepy Hollow. In their third tilt of the
season, however, they trounced a weak
Ossining squad 6-0. If the team plans to
keep its reputation as one of the big
powers in the WIHL, it will definately
have to perform better than it has thus
far.

EASTCHESTER 2-2 In the season
opener the Darienites played a game
that illustrated their inexperience and
ended in a 2-2 deadlock. The first goal
saw Eastchester picking up an early
goal. With just two minutes left in the
period, junior Eric Eaton picked up his
first goal 01 the campaign to tie the
score at one all. Hunter Nickell and
Howie Morenz assisted. Eastchester
registered their second goal midway
through the next period. Darien went
into the third period trailing 2-1 after
lailing to capitalize on several scoring
opportunities.

In the final period, Waver Pete
Clinton tied the score on a fluke goal to
pick up the second point 01 the night.
Darien outshot their opponents 21-8, but
their t3 minutes in the penalty box (12
01 them by the lirst line), lorced the
second line Roadrunners to playa man
down most of the evening.

WINTER SPORTS PREVIEW
According to Coach Mautte, the basketball squad will be a "running ball club"

this year, in other words, short but.quick. Tentatively, the Varsity will be composed
01 three seniors, seven juniors, and one sophomore. Captain Larry Hart, Jim
Costello, and Jim Adlam are the only representatives of the class of 72. The juniors
are Jim Case, Kevin Fitzpatrick, Mac Taylor, Steve Seyferth, Roger Smith, Bill
Harlord, and Jim O'Brien. The one sophomore to attain Varsity status is Mike
Tincher. The rest of the squad is composed of: juniors Tim Hendry, Norm Selover,
Tred McIntire. Steve Lacount. and eight sophomores.

Led by the fearless coach Phil "Golden Throat" Rash, the wrestling team is
expecting great things from several of its members this year. Starting with the
lighter weight classes, John Bennett, Kevin Harvey, Paul Lupinacci, and Craig
Peters are trying to beef up the lineup. The team also features Lee Arnold, Steve
Castle. Jim Falsey. Chip Hart, Berj Krikorian. and Jim Suslavich. These are just
some 01 the super-jocks on the team. They are looking forward to several pre-sea
son scrimmages in December, then the regular season, the regional meet. the state
meet. and mavbe the Nationals and Olvmpics.


